
DICTADOR RUM BARRELS ARE USED TO AGE 
THE WRAPPER LEAVES. 

BARREL AGEING PREMIUM CIGAR TOBACCO 
IMPARTS THE SPIRIT’S FLAVOURS INTO THE 
WRAPPER OVER TIME.



DICTADOR
CIGARS
COLLECTION

DICTADOR CIGARS are manufactured with the closest 
attention to quality and taste to ensure the best smoking 
experience for cigar connoisseurs. In the production 
process, our Dictador rum barrels are used to age the 
wrapper leaves. Barrel ageing premium cigar tobacco 
imparts the spirit’s flavours into the wrapper over time. 
After six months, flavour changes are subtle but 
noticeable. After fermentation, most tobacco is baled 
and aged by manufacturers in climate-controlled 
warehouses. By ageing tobacco leaves in our barrels, 
Dictador is adding yet another small step to the 
laborious cigar-making process, which we believe is well 
worth it.



Strength:

Sizes:

Wrapper:
Binder:
Filler:

Mild-Medium

3     x 46 Half Corona
5 x 56 Grand Robusto
6 x 60 Gordo
6     x 52 Box Press Belicoso

Connecticut
Dom. Rep./Nic.
Dom. Rep./Nic.

Premium Cigars

METHOD

This mild to medium-bodied cigar is matched perfectly with 
Dictador barrels. This process imparts hints of coffee, mint and 
berries to the cigar. Blending this Dominican leaf wrapper, and rich 
Nicaraguan leaf from the Jalapa Valley delivers a cigar rich in 
flavour with a hint of spice. Hints of soft spice and cedar gently fill 
the palate, offering a perfect balance between strength and 
complexity.  
_ Perfect match with Dictador 12YO & 20YO Rums.



Strength:

Sizes:

Wrapper:
Binder:
Filler:

Full

5 x 52 Robusto
6 x 54 Grand Toro
4     x 58 Gordito
6     x 52 Box Press Belicoso

Mexican San Andreas Maduro
Dom. Rep.
Dom. Rep.

Premium Cigars

METHOD

Blend single Cuban-seed tobacco finished with a dark San 
Andreas maduro wrapper and you have this medium to full-bodied 
masterpiece. This cigar offers a lovely bit of sweetness in the first 
half of the smoke before releasing taste bud-tingling spice to 
tantalise your senses and perfectly match the Dictador premium 
rich selections. 
_ Perfect match with Dictador Aurum & Platinum Rums.



Strength:

Sizes:

Wrapper:
Binder:
Filler:

Medium

5     x 54 Double Robusto
7 x 50 Churchill 

Dominican Habano
Dom. Rep./Nic.
Dom. Rep./Nic.

Premium Cigars

METHOD

The Dictador XO cigar remains a highly guarded and secret blend, 
but is finished with a silky smooth Habano wrapper. With pre-light 
notes such as white pepper, hay, sweet cocoa and honey, the cigar 
remains almost fleeting throughout with occasional notes of 
sweetness and spice. A medium to full-bodied cigar, the velvety 
texture of this smoke lends itself to being perfectly matched with
_ Dictador Fine & Rare Rums Collection. 



CIGARS COLLECTION CIGARS SMOKING TIME

90 min

30 min

60 min

Half Corona

Gordito

Robusto

Gordo

Double Robusto

Grand Toro

Grand Robusto

Press Belicoso

Press Belicoso

Churchill

Strength:

Tasting notes:

Medium

coffee
mint
berries 
soft spice

Strength:

Tasting notes:

Full

honey
oak
vanilla
spice

Strength:

Tasting notes:

Mild-Medium

coffee
mint
berries
soft spice cedar
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